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They say getting rid of the signage on
your vehicle can be more expensive than
putting it on... it can be a long slow process
but with the right tools, and mind set you
can turn it into a DIY.

1.

Firstly if you are getting signage done, make sure the installer is using a quality
vinyl. This can make a huge difference when it comes time to remove.
Look out for familiar brands like 3m or do some research.

2.

Heat guns are your best friend. If the vinyl hasn’t gone too hard or cracked apply
heat and use a plastic scraper to lift the corners & start peeling - we like to turn
it into a game to see who can get the biggest piece off at once =)

3.

If the vinyl is coming off in tiny pieces, you may need to call in fire support - the
vinyl blaster wheel. They attach to your drill, spin really fast and are safe to use
on paint, and even at $50 a piece they are still well worth the effort and sanity.

4.

Lastly, a solution of isopropyl /miracle clean / wax & grease remover will get rid
of all the left over adhesive. The vinyl is great for paint protection so the paint
will be shinier and newer where the vinyl once was, so make sure to give a good
cut and polish to minimize the difference in paint colour when done...

Information kindly supplied by
Brendon from Whitianga Signs
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